
Invitations to Create. Week 3. A Bird’s Eye View 
Inspired by ‘Penzance Harbour’ by Bryan Pearce. 
You will need to be able to see the image in order to make your art. 

1. Find 2 or 3 sheets of the largest paper that you have, a black pen, biro or 
soft pencil and some colours. These can be felt pens, coloured pencils, 
crayons or paint. Choose 5 objects. They can be anything. I chose kitchen 
objects; a mug, a slotted spoon, a serving fork, a banana and a mini grater. 

2. We are going to look down on the objects from above, ‘a birds eye view’. 
This will give us a flattened perspective just like the Bryan Pearce painting. 

3. Draw the outline of your objects on one of the sheets of paper looking at 
them from above. You don’t need too much detail. Now go over your lines 
with black, or another colour if you like. Cut them out making sure that you 
can still see the lines. 

4. Use the other sheet of paper for your background and cover this with one 
colour. I have used the insides of envelopes, as they are all a similar colour 
but have different patterns creating an interesting surface. Stick these down. 

5. Colour in your objects using a selection of your felt pens, paints, crayons 
etc. Try to stick to the colour choices that Bryan Pearce has used ie mostly 
yellows. Lay your objects onto your background and move them around to 
create an interesting composition. Then stick them down. 

6. If you had drawn a harbour and boats in this way it would look like the 
Bryan Pearce picture. Our ‘in the style of ’ is a still life instead. Try using 
this technique to create different pictures with differnt subjects. 

7. Make a frame out of paper or card. You can give your piece a title if you 
like and now pop it in your window as the 3rd piece in your windowsill 
gallery. Please send a photo to zburkett@penleehouse.org.uk to be included 
in our online gallery. 

8. To help you create your artwork ‘How To’ videos will be posted each week 
on www.opentheboxarts.com  

Have Fun. 
Melanie and Caroline, Open The Box Arts.  


